Why is my computer so slow?

Do I need a new one?

HARDWARE ISSUES

STARTUP ISSUES

SOFTWARE ISSUES

MISCELLANEOUS

What can possibly go wrong?
Just About Everything

Main Hardware
Components
These relate to
speed of
response on
your computer

Possible Hardware Issues
RAM
HDD/SSD Speed

HDD/SSD condition
CPU

HDD/SSD Space

Possible Startup Issues

WINDOWS UPDATES

PROGRAMS STARTING
UP

CLOUD SYNC ISSUES

Good News /
Bad News –

Windows
Updates

• Microsoft tells us that their
optimization of downloads
and the installation process
are designed to allow users
to continue working whilst
updates are downloading
and installing.
• So why is it that sometimes
my computer becomes
unresponsive when updates
are being processed?

• The reality is ’the download
process will use some of your
PC's processor time and
computer chip memory, taking
those resources away from
other programs running on
your PC and slowing them
down’ – powerful pcs are less
prone to this
• Its not enough to set working
hours because that only applies
to the instal and restart, not
the download

• Unless set specifically, the
updates will not wake your PC
from sleep

There’s
more…….
Windows
Updates

• Windows 10 updates take a
while to complete because
Microsoft is constantly adding
larger files and features to
them. The biggest updates,
released in the spring and
autumn of every year, take
upwards of four hours to
install — if there are no
problems. The process takes
even longer if you have a
fragmented or nearly filled
hard drive.
• In addition to the large files
and numerous features
included in Windows 10
updates, internet speed can
significantly affect installation
times.

• So…It can’t download
updates when Off or
Sleeping
• It can’t complete updates
during Active Hours
(Reboot)
• So if you only use your
computer during Active
Hours Updates will
download while you are
using it, possibly
slowing/stopping your
computer in the process.

What can I
do about it?
Windows
Updates

• The easy stuff
• Turn on your computer
outside active hours
once a week
• Check for updates
manually putting you in
charge
• Once complete restart
your PC

• A bit more tricky
• Make sure PC wont sleep
after waking for less than
an hour with cable
attached
• In Power Management
allow wake timers
• Create a scheduled task
that will wake windows at
4am thus allowing
updates to commence
without your involvement
• Watch out for the restart
reminder when you use
the PC and restart when
convenient

Checking For Windows
Updates Manually

Microsoft schedules the release of security updates on
"Patch Tuesday," the second Tuesday of each month at
10:00 AM PST (6:00 PM GMT).

Other programs starting
up can slow you down
How do we control that?

Task manager –
Startup Tab
• Right Click a Row to
Enable/Disable
• Not sure if it’s OK to
disable – Right Click and
choose ‘Search Online’
to find out more

• If you disable
something and it causes
a problem, just go back
and enable it

When your computer is new there
are hardly any items in the start-up
list but as you add new stuff the list
gets longer and longer

Right Click Task Bar
for this Menu

Startup Item
iTunes Helper

Typical
Startup
Items that
can be
disabled

Comments
If you have an Apple device (iPod, iPhone, etc.), this process will automatically launch
iTunes when the device is connected to the computer. It is an unneeded process, as you
can manually launch iTunes when you'd like, and it is especially unnecessary if you don't
have an Apple device at all.

QuickTime

QuickTime allows you to play and open various media files. The program is often
required to view web content, specifically videos. But why does it need to "startup"?
Short answer: it doesn't.

Zoom

There is no need for it to be a startup program when you can manually launch it as
needed to attend meetings. Furthermore, disabling it at startup does not affect Zoom’s
updates.

Adobe Reader

Not needed

Skype

Skype is an excellent video chat program—no one is arguing that. But do you need it
starting up and signing in as soon as you log into Windows? Probably not.

Google Chrome

Did you know that for Google Chrome to stay updated and current, you don't need it and
its other services to startup? All it does at startup is consume system resources that
Windows could use for faster bootup.

Spotify Web Helper

It simply allows the Spotify desktop application to communicate with your browser.
When a Spotify song is clicked somewhere on the web, it automatically opens up in the
desktop

Microsoft Office

If you disable it, can you still open any files? Yes. Can you launch any of the programs
manually? Yes. Are there any features that you can't take advantage of? No.

Cloud Storage is great………but!
• Change one file and the update will
affect files on all shared hardware
when you switch on
• The problem is that Synchronizing Your
Cloud Files may slow your computer
down to a crawl if you are
synchronizing too many files
• The more files you have to synchronize
the longer it takes the cloud software
to index your files and upload.
• One Solution that addresses speed and
space is to limit the files that you
synchronize.
• If space is limited, only use cloud
storage for your most important files.

Bottleneck Writing
to Hard Drive
• We spoke about memory and CPU
overloading – This shows a bottleneck
whilst writing information to the Hard
Drive

• In this example Dropbox is causing the
delay – I don’t use Dropbox so this is
annoying me
• Just out of interest, here my Windows
system was lying to me, showing that it
was up to date, having been checked
within the hour, an hour later it was
unusable whist downloading and
installing updates.
• Mainly because it’s a backup PC that
doesn’t get opened too often

DROPBOX

What can I look at to tell
me the cause of a slow
running computer

Task Manager shows why PC is slow
PROCESS TAB

Key System Load %

When CPU, Memory or Disk show high
percentages your PC will probably be running slow

The list of tasks on the left help to identify the
problem
Right Click any task to get an option to stop the
task

Take care with system tasks, but Apps are usually
fair game

Click on the performance tab to
see if it’s a spike or a longer trend

Performance
Tab Shows
Trend

Software
Related

And more…….

Intensive
computer games

Browser plugins

Intensive
programs

Internet/Network
impact

Backup or other
programs running
in background

What programs are intensive enough to slow
down my computer – Task Manager Processes
• CPU more
than 80%?
• Memory more
than 80%?
• Disk more
than 80%?

Maybe your
software just needs
more resources!
What software typically
needs more power?

Examples of heavy duty operations
Streaming HD movies (or SD)

CPU, RAM, GPU, Bandwidth – If your TV is struggling, try replacing
WiFi with ethernet cable

Large Database related systems running queries.

CPU and RAM

Graphics systems such as 3D rendering.

CPU, RAM and GPU intensive – Graphic Design

Large file transfers over your home network.

If you are trying to access something else on the
network at the same time

Using Virtual Drives

RAM, RAM, RAM

Some PC Games

CPU, RAM, GPU, Bandwidth – If computer games

Video Editing

CPU, RAM, GPU – ideally more than 8GB RAM and 4 or more cores. A

stop and start
you can go into settings and reduce some of the graphics settings. The more
expensive games need the right hardware in order to get the best experience.
Check the specification requirements before you buy

decent GPU is also useful, 4K video needs more of everything

Photoshop

The recommended requirements for optimal performance are a computer with 8cores for your CPU, a graphics card with DirectX12 support and at least 2 GB of
GPU memory, and 16 GB of RAM.

Massive Spreadsheets

RAM and CPU if carrying out lots of data manipulation and calcs.

A Common Question – My computer is really slow,
is it because my internet is slow.
Answer – Not if its slow when not doing internet
related tasks

Only slow
when you are
on the
Internet

•
•
•
•
•
•

Dodgy Browser?
Slow connection speed?
Iffy Wi-Fi?
Extension Issues?
Too many Open Tabs?
Big Download
happening?
• Chrome using up your
memory
• Busy Server

How fast can a network
signal travel in a Fibre cable
In theory a Fibre signal can
travel 5 x around the earth in
a second
It’s hardly surprising that
online responsiveness can be
so good
……………………………………..
Delays known as
Latency are caused by
several factors:
Distance, propagation
delay, internet
connection type, website
content, Wi-Fi, and your
router

What are
browser
plug-ins
anyway…..!!!
And what’s
the problem
with them

• They have multiple names
such as extensions, plug ins,
add-ons
• They are small programs that
are added to your browser
to increase its functionality
• They can be very handy as
Ad Blockers, Password
Managers, Download
Managers, malware
protectors etc

• These small tools often have
access to everything you do
online, so they can capture
your passwords, track your web
browsing, insert advertisements
into web pages you visit, and
more. Popular browser
extensions are often sold to
shady companies or hijacked, and
automatic updates can turn them
into malware.
• Don’t assume that because the
come from Google that they are
safe.
• It’s best to stick with well known
ones that are reviewed by the
industry and have broad
approval.

• The worst problems often arise
through browser hijacking
• You have no control over what
these things do and their impact
on your system

True Story –
December
2020

• New details have emerged about a
vast network of rogue extensions
for Chrome and Edge browsers
that were found to hijack clicks to
links in search results pages to
arbitrary URLs, including phishing
sites and ads.
• Collectively called "CacheFlow" by
Avast, the 28 extensions in
question — including Video
Downloader for Facebook, Vimeo
Video Downloader, Instagram
Story Downloader, VK Unblock —
made use of a sneaky trick to
mask its true purpose:
Leverage Cache-Control HTTP
header as a covert channel to
retrieve commands from an
attacker-controlled server.

• All the backdoored
browser add-ons have
been taken down by
Google and Microsoft
as of December 18,
2020, to prevent more
users from
downloading them
from the official
stores.

Windows file system
corruption

Miscellaneous

System Virus/Malware
Windows Search Tool
Too much Junk – Use
Storage Sense
Internet Issues

Windows
System File
Corruption

• The windows system is
made up of a collection
of system files that
provide the Windows
Operating System.
• There are thousands of
these.
• They can become
damaged
• There is a way to check
for damage and repair

• sfc /scannow
• You can run this system
command to check and
repair
• Just open a command
window and type what
you see above.

• It will take a little while
to run

If all else fails!

What is an In
Place Win 10
Upgrade

• An in-place upgrade install involves using the Windows OS
installer to replace all the operating system files for Windows
10 on a PC. We use the Windows 10 Media Creation Tool to
reinstall the same OS back over itself. This leaves user files
entirely alone, retains many settings and preferences and, best
of all, leaves already-installed apps and applications
unchanged. It does, however, overwrite operating system files
more or less completely. And in so doing, it often repairs a
balky or misbehaving OS and returns it to normal, working
condition.
• Most of the time, it takes less than 30 minutes to perform an
in-place upgrade install. This manoeuvre doesn’t require much
post-installation clean-up, tweaking or follow-up activity,
either.

• This is not as good as a clean install but it saves you having to
restore all data files and programs. It’s worth trying as a repair
to a troublesome machine before re formatting and reinstall of
Windows 10. A clean install is a good idea every few years.

Why Does
AV Slow a
Computer
Down?

• Most antivirus programs–or
“security suites”, as they call
themselves–want you to install their
browser extensions. They promise
these toolbars will help keep you
safe online, but they usually just
exist to make the company some
money. Worse yet, these extensions
are often vulnerable to attack.
• Many antivirus toolbars are, at best,
just rebranded Ask Toolbar
extensions. They add a toolbar,
change your search engine, and give
you a new homepage. They may
brand it as a “secure” search
engine, but it’s really just
about making the antivirus company
money. But in some cases, they do
more than that–and sometimes with
unintended consequences

• When AV begins to
scan your computer
for malicious files, it
checks everything,
including downloaded
files, the registry,
system folders and
images. It's a lot to
scan, which can
cause CPU
slowdowns.

•

This is about indexing of data, like a
book index

•

When Windows searches for
something, rather than look at every
file in every location, every time, it
maintains lists of names, locations and
content of files such as text so that it
can find it quickly, other stuff as well

•

It’s a big list

•

Initially the first build of the index can
take hours, after that, anything new
gets added

Can Windows Search Tool
Slow the PC Down

•

If you work with and modify lots of files on a
regular basis or transfer large quantities of new
files to your computer, indexing can cause some
slowing.

•

If you have a lower-powered computer with an
older, slower hard drive, indexing can place a
burden on the system resources, resulting in
slower all-around performance as well.

•

If you’d like to see if the indexing is causing a
performance issue on your computer, you can
temporarily stop it from running

•

Type "services" in the Windows search bar to get
to the Services app and open it.

•

Scroll down the list until you find "Windows
Search" and double-click on it to open the "Search
Properties" menu. Under the "Service
status:" section, click the "Stop" button to
temporarily disable the service.

•

If you find a problem you can limit the indexing to
user files only for instance.

Storage Sense
• This helps you to clear junk
from your system
• There are other system
cleaners that you can use
• Useful when you are getting
low on disk space
• De Fragmentation can help
sometimes.

Select one of the options
such as Temporary Files
• This throws up a list of
temporary files that would
save space if deleted
• Click the boxes to decide
what you want to delete
• Choose carefully

• The click the remove files
button

